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A Answer To Our Call

• A Answer to our
call

As we all know. The
space hulk arrived here
days ago and was hit by a
asteroid. Before it was hit
by the asteroid we placed
a call out to holy terra.

• A psyker Ork
• Possible Chaos.

That call was answered.
Inquisitor Coles has
arrived on out mining
world and met with our
Planetary Governor. The
Imperial Guard battalion
has taken up positions in
the city and out wards.

that more ships are in
route to our planet. The
PDF forces have been
placed in the control of the
Inquisitors officers. A few
old regulations have been
put back into place while
they are here so all
citizens we have to bring
all identifying pieces.
The Inquisitor has also
placed us under martial
law until he and his crews
are done.

We were also informed
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Open WAR on our planet.
Reports are coming in
from all over the planet.
Approximately 18 armies,
have landed on our
planet, moon and one has
taken the space station.
They have already taken
positions on our planet
and fought each other.
From what sources can
tell most of them are
imperial armies.
It’s a mix of both Imperial
Guard, Members of the
Space Marines, a Ork
horde, Tau, and Dark
Eldar. According to a eye
witness who was shot by
the Inquisitor 2 Chaos

Legions have landed.
Witnesses say that a
Battle broke out between
Imperial Forces and
Chapters of the Space
Marines.
One battle that broke out
in the south was a battle
between Orks and
Imperial Guard. That
battle lasted for 5 days
without end but was won
by the Orks as they
moved on.
2 Space Wolf companies
fought and took victory, 1
in a fight with Tau and the
other with the Grey

Knights, both battles
lasted 4 days.
Another battle was
between Blood Angels
taking on the Dark Eldar.
The Dark Eldar took the
win and moved on. That
battle lasted 13 hours.
Last Battle reported was
with Space Marines
against space marines. Its
unknown which chapter
took the win but either
way it was failure for both.
Unknown for any Chaos
as anyone who even
mentioned them is killed
before word can get out.
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Space Wolves defeat Tau
The battle was a dark
start. The wolves started
with a quick jab at the
right flank and came up
the middle hard against
the Tau. The Tau shooting
all they could to slow the
wolves with some prevail.
The wolves continued to
advance on the Tau even,
slaughtered them as they
ran up the field. Tau did all
they could to hold back
the wolves, even going
into hand to hand combat,
“To catch the reader’s
attention, place an
interesting sentence or
quote from the story
here.”

but with the wolves
advancing, nothing could
stop them. The Tau
Warlord went into Combat
with the Wolf Lord and
was taken down. The
wolves took the field for
themselves and collected
trophy’s. The Wolf Lord
went back, to collect his
trophy, the head of the
Tau Leader, I’m guessing.
He was gone.

get their leader so he
could fight another day. I
witnessed this battle
myself. It lasted days. I sat
there and watched as both
sides killed each other. I
will continue to follow the
wolves as it’s easier to
follow them with the mess
they leave. Somewhere
along the line someone
will find the Tau.

I myself witnessed Tau
Path finder’s came back to

Orks defeat Imperial Guard
I heard reports of the Ork
and Imperial Guard battle
but was not in the area to
witness it myself. I went to
the field and could see
that a major engagement
has in fact had taken
place. I found some
members of the Imperial
Guard who fought in the
battle and was told the
Orks were to many and
they took it all.
When myself and a small

team of Guards men went
back to the battle field
Orks could be seen taking
tanks apart and fitting
them for future purposes.
A closer inspection was
needed and I wish I chose
to go back after all. A
Orkmek was playing with
this weird little box and got
it to open. The Warboss
took it from it and was
blasted across the room.
He got up laughing and

seemed different. He told
the Orkmek to move and
with his mind he
disappeared and
reappeared across the
road. A psychic Ork. This
is not good. We left in a
hurry to report what we
found.
Stay clear of the Orks for
their leader can now read
your mind

Iron Warriors defeat Space Marines
An eye witness who shall
remain nameless for their
own protection, has sent
in a letter to us on a report
of Iron Warriors legion in
battle with a Space Marine
Chapter. The letter reads
that forces engage each
other right away. The

Forces of Chaos
destroyed 2 large
assaulting tanks and
terminators. While the
back lash of Space
Marines killed of members
of the traitor legion. Both
warlords where seen at
the relic unable to defeat

the other in combat. In the
end Chaos chased off the
Space Marines. Taking
the field.
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Dark Eldar defeat Blood Angels
A reporter was in the right
place for a change, so I
thought until, the Battle
erupted.
Near a northern
settlement of Karrik. The
Dark Eldar, Strike quickly
at the Blood Angels and
killing innocent by
standers.
The Blood Angels were
not fast enough to regroup
as many of them were
poisoned. The Liberian
and scouts were quickly
taken out while a Captain
and his crew took the fight
the Dark Eldar, killing
Wracks but then be
brought down by a pain

engine. The fight only
lasted 13 hours but the
devastation that was left.
When the battle was over
the Blood Angels warlord
was nowhere to be seen. It
seems that he was
collected by his forces to
bring the fight another day
but for now he needed
attention,
The Dark Eldar opened a
Web Portal and left the
area taking with a odd
device that I have never
seen

Caption describing picture or
graphic.

Space Wolves defeat Grey Knights
Eye witnesses today
reported to the PDF that a
battle between Space
Wolves and Grey Knights,
had started. By the time
the PDF arrived it was
over and the Grey Knights
had lost.
The Warlord of the Grey
Knights had suffered
wounds and was taken
out by his own mind while
the Space Wolves
Warlord was not seen
anywhere.
The Wolves took the field
as they are right now
going through the dead

taking items and laughing
at the dead. A ceremony
will take place later for the
wolves to Morkai to let
there brothers through to
the next world.
This is not the first time
Wolves and Grey Knights
have met in battle. There
was the Months Of Shame
where the Space Wolves
and the Grey Knights
fought each other. Both
sides had heavy losses
and no one won that war.
If either the Inquisition, or
the current Great Wolf find
out about this it may start

another War Of Shame

“To catch the reader’s
attention, place an
interesting sentence or
quote from the story
here.”
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Iron Knights seen
The Chapter of the Iron
knights were seen on the
Planet they have not
moved and are still
looking in one of the site
areas for their first find.
Unknown at this time why
they are here but only
time will tell.

Suspicious Army seen in the Mountains
A report came in of a
suspicious group lurking in
the High Mountains of
Karrick. No one has been
up there since the
geological team over 60
years ago. But people are
reporting heavy vehicles
and smoke coming from
the mountain tops. No one
for sure but something

dark is up in those
mountains

Imperial Guard defeat Death Specters

“.”

Late at night, a battle
between the Imperial Guard
and the Space Marine
chapter Death Spectres took
place.
The Imperial Guard lacking
any heavy tanks were able to
defeat the spectres with
heavy lascannon fire and
quick wits. The Death
Spectres walked into a very
well planned defence and
were unable to advance
against the enemy. The
Imperial Guard took the map

and seized their prize.
The Guard were later seen
having a celebration. The
PDF tried to keep the streets
clean of the happy, drunk
Guard but it was hard as they
are out numbered.
There Warlord was not
available for comment but he
tells his junior officers that all
is going well and we are to
expect more victories like
this.

